
section three: practical IMPRESSIONS

#1:     Write down what the answers were when you asked five employees what the most important job in the
           company is.

#2      List at least three values you can tap in to engage your teams’ RAS (Reticular Activating System).

#3       How much time did you spend in the past week training, teaching or coaching someone on customer centricity?

#4       What are the stumbling stones standing in the way of making customer service training a priority in your 
            organization?

#5       List 3 employees who take exceptional ownership in the customer service experience in your organization.

#6       what are 3 service rituals you currently doing, or could implement to promote a customer-centric focus?

1.

2.

3.

Practical questions & exercises from this section for personal application

#7       which t.o.o.l.s. does your organization do well and which are a struggle? 

#8       list practical ways you and your team can help turn-on the 5 internal service switch triggers 

#9       LIST 3 WAYS you support employees who show ownership of the customer service experience 

   
#10    How will you communicate “C.A.R.E.” to employees and help them implement the four components?

BONUS         Memorize customer relationship imprinting element number three: 

          “develop customer-centric employees”
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3.
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imprint access   Get more imprinting tools & exclusive content

Customer Relationship Imprinting definition:

The ability to attract, acquire and retain more customers 
who follow you regardless of circumstances

section three: group therapy session

group therapy session 

For group reading, team building and group discussion

#1:      as a group discuss how your company taps into the values of your employees and how you use this to 
           motivate  and help them remain focused on customers

#2:      have everyone in the group offer at least 2 service ritual reccomendations and pick the top choices to begin 
            implementing with your team. Discuss the progess on this at the next group therapy session.

#3:      which internal service switch triggers does your company do well and which ones need improvement? Discuss.

#4:     what training should your leadership invest in to help employees be more customer-centric? 
            Brainstorm options.

#5:      determine which t.o.o.l.s. need to be focused on in the upcoming quarter and why. develop a plan for 
            implementation and feedback

#6:     Have each staff member in this Group share stories of how they have supported an employee’s decision
           this past week.

#7:     discuss ways your business can become more personal with your customers. develop a plan to implement at
            least one of these ideas before the nest group therapy session

#8:     using the c.a.r.e. acrostic, who in your company models these practices on a regular basis and how will your 
           business train every team member to c.a.r.e.?

#9:     identify the patterns  and behaviors with your staff that lead them away from being customer-centric and
           begin to seek ways to direct these patterns and behaviors to support what you’ve learned in this section.

#10:   what is one thing your leadership will implement before the next group therapy session that will encourage
            your team to be more customer centric?

How did the practical impressions from the previous section go?

review your previous group therapy session questions & tasks before beginning this session
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